Perhaps the first interactive, multipurpose book from the Visiting Writer’s Program list, Patrick Somerville’s *The Universe in Miniature in Miniature* proves to be a valuable collection of short stories for anyone’s library and/or ceiling, and was named a “Notable Book: 2010” by The Story Prize.

Despite the book jacket’s insistence that it would make a better hanging mobile of the solar system or a handy place to keep your chewing gum, it also asks the reader to join Somerville as he retells stories of “human connection in a world seen from the inside out.”

An inside-out world is an excellent way to label the almost fantastical worlds in Somerville’s collection, all of which are interconnected to at least one other story’s world in some way or another despite often being from opposing genres. The book is jam-packed with short stories brimming with quirky characters and profound lessons.

One of the most interesting examples of such in-depth characterization is the unnamed nervous father-to-be who is haunted by the ghost of a Finnish man murdered by his great-great-grandfather in “Vaara in the Woods.” This gruesome story speaks of every parent’s fear that their past will inherently haunt their children.

Not all of the stories are as fantastical and out-of-body. Some, in fact, are a bit more relatable for the average reader. The short story “Easy Love” tells the story of another unnamed narrator who falls in puppy love with almost every woman he meets, because (as Somerville puts it) the “discussion of love, ultimately...[is]...the focus of this story” (63). This is a more lighthearted story that is sure to bring a smile to anyone’s face, especially with the future the narrator pictures having with one of his many crushes. “I saw us owning a home, something safe, and in the backyard there would live 800 or 900 puppies” (71).

Patrick Somerville will be visiting the campus as part of SUNY Fredonia’s Mary Louise White Visiting
He was an intriguing man who walked with his belly out and his hat tall. On February 24th, poet and playwright Red Shuttleworth, visited SUNY Fredonia. On that same day, the school premiered Shuttleworth’s new play, *High Plains Fandango*.

Shuttleworth’s play features much disturbing content such as lobotomies, murder, and domestic violence. He stated that his goal with play writing is to tackle the issue of why life is unfair and why people suffer. Many audience members found the play disturbing because Red really does not give a good reason for suffering. He makes the point suffering merely exists.

Seeing his play premiered was only part of the reason Red was at Fredonia that day, however—he treated a small crowd of perhaps 30 people to a poetry reading. Based on the bleak outlook on life in the play, his choice in poetry was quite surprising. Red started his reading with poems about baseball.

Before reading his poetry, Red noted that he doesn’t like baseball. He thinks it’s boring. But he did play a lot of baseball as a catcher in his younger days, so he can at least write poems about it. Shuttleworth read us a few poems about America’s greatest pastime, one titled “How to Throw a Knuckleball.”

These poems were light-hearted, showing a side to Red that is not as readily visible when viewing *High Plains Fandango*. Red has won the 2011 Spur Award for Best Western Poem from Western Writers of America. Although his play was premiered here at SUNY Fredonia his work has been featured at other venues such as Sundance Playwrights Lab and the Sun Valley Festival of New Western Drama. Much of his poetry can be found at http://poetredshuttleworth.blogspot.com/.

**Down Home Poetry**

Writers series for 2012. He will be hosting a craft talk on Thursday, March 22 at 4 p.m. where he will present techniques for writing. Later that night, he will publicly read an excerpt from one of his books at 7 p.m. Each event will take place in 202 McEwen and is free and open to the public.

Somerville has a history of award-winning books. His 2009 novel *The Cradle* was named as one of the top Ten Best Books of 2009 by the *New York Times*, as well as was nominated for the First Novel Award by the Center for Fiction. The author also received the 21st Century Award from the Chicago Public Library.

For more information about Somerville’s work, see his website:

http://patricksomerville.com/
Musical Beginnings

On Friday, February 17, Professors Emily VanDette and Ann Siegle-Drege were the special guests at Sigma Tau Delta’s “Coffee Talks.” The two learned they have much more in common than previously known. Before any breakthroughs were made however, both professors began with an explanation of how they ended up teaching at SUNY Fredonia.

Professor VanDette, who has been a part of the faculty for five years now, began first. Her reasoning for teaching in Fredonia is quite understandable. VanDette did her undergraduate work here and she married a Fredonia native. She has two good reasons to feel at home right here with us.

VanDette went on to do her Graduate work at Penn State. While spending time at the college and even teaching Freshman Comp, VanDette began to realize she preferred the size of a smaller college like Fredonia. The culture of such a big school made her feel “swallowed up.” Her dissatisfaction with the culture may be proven by the fact that she never attended one Penn State football game! She is now comfortable back at her alma mater.

Professor Siegle-Drege explained her journey next. Her journey, beginning in North Dakota, has many more pit stops before reaching Fredonia. Siegle Drege attended to Concordia College, taught at a high school just north of Minneapolis, taught in Cape Cod, moved back to North Dakota, studied at Bread Loaf school of English in Vermont, and finally received her PhD at the University of North Dakota. Siegle-Drege ended up here teaching Pedagogy and Dramatic Literature.

Hearing each of the professors’ journeys was interesting, but what was more intriguing was the neither knew the other originally started college as a music major. Siegle-Drege began her first week of college as a music major. The first meeting of music theory ruined that for her. VanDette, on the other hand, spend an entire year as a music major. The 8 am time commitments were too much.

Obviously, one class and early time commitments were not the only reason for both professors shift to English. Discussion around the table shifted to the division between musicians and classical musicians. Both would have preferred composing over performance since composing involves much of the creativity and freedom that is ever present in English and Literature.
If you would like to contribute articles to this newsletter, or you have stories that you would like to have featured, please feel free to contact either this year’s faculty advisor or this semester’s editor.

The editor for Spring of 2012 is Peter Byrne. The Faculty Advisor is Dustin Parsons. We are interested in knowing what the English Department wants to see in this publication.

Writing and Getting Paid For It

By Carly Morgan

At my internship with Great Writing, I get to do what is, quite possibly, the coolest thing I’ve done in all of college (if you don’t count the Blue Ice Step Team, because I mean, come on): I get paid to write. I get paid to write from home and on my own schedule.

I write blog articles for Great Writing, a Boston-based marketing company. Everything is done virtually — even my twice-weekly meetings with my boss and the other intern, Amanda Rogers, are done via conference call — so I can work from anywhere. Which is good, because I travel a lot. (I actually don’t travel ever. But at least I know that I could without having to miss work.) Many of the articles I write cover subject matter with which I am entirely unfamiliar until moments before I draft the article. This, I’m assuming, is a product of never having studied marketing. But my boss, Randy, is a really great teacher, and he’s really supportive, even in my ever-delayed grasping of completely alien marketing concepts.

The best part about my job so far has been writing articles about writing. I got to write one article about the epistolary form (for which I interviewed Dr. Steinberg, which immediately upped the article’s cool factor), another one about knowing your audience, and one called “Five Blogging Lessons from Ernest Hemingway.” The first tip? Go get mentored by Gertrude Stein. I’m just kidding. That wasn’t the first tip.

The hardest part has been doing interviews. Dr. Steinberg’s wasn’t so bad, since I at least kind of know him. But I’ve had to do a couple of phone interviews with people who are basically strangers, and that’s just a recipe for disaster, given that I am terminally awkward on the phone. I am progressing though, and Randy keeps emphasizing to me that this is a learning experience and that I’m not expected to be great at everything right away.

The experience so far has been a mix of serious pressure and good fun. It definitely feels way more like real life than any college class I’ve taken, and that might be because I’m being held doubly accountable in this case: to the English department, from whom I’m earning three credits for the internship; and to Randy, who is paying me to write (at least marginally) well.
Get Involved!

ENGL 399/590: Page & Stage: NYC Drama

Study drama as it is meant to be explored on the page and on the stage. We begin our discussions of three plays here on campus and then travel to New York City to see productions of those plays.

I’m in the process of obtaining tickets for the following shows:

*Death of a Salesman* (Arthur Miller) with Philip Seymour Hoffman
*Harvey* (Mary Chase) with Jim Parsons from *The Big Bang Theory.*

The 3rd show is still under consideration.

Dates: Tuesday, May 15-Saturday, May 19 (May Term 2012)

There are **10 seats** in the class, so register soon to get a spot. Registration opens Mon, Feb. 20.

**To Register:** Bring an add slip to Dr. Siegle-Drege (Fenton 279) then submit to the registrar.

See Dr. Ann Siegle-Drege if you are interested (Fenton 279).

It’ll be a great experience, so join us!

Writer’s Ring

Feel free to join this group if you are interested in the art of creative writing. Open to any student who wishes to participate in dynamic workshops and contribute to a community of literature. Writer’s Ring is a great place to stay involved and communicate with your peers outside of class.

Find Writer’s Ring on FSU4U for more information.

Sigma Tau Delta

Sigma Tau Delta is the International English Honor Society.

STD is also responsible for writing related events, such as Coffee Talk, which have been featured in this Newsletter.